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Disclosures
• Sharon is a volunteer for Sepsis Alliance, serves on the Sepsis 

Alliance Advisory Boar and has received compensation for 
work on a webinars and to attend the 2018 Sepsis Heroes Gala

Objectives

• Describe sepsis and post-sepsis syndrome.
• Examine the impact of sepsis and post-

sepsis syndrome on individuals and 
families.
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Sepsis Defined

Sepsis is the body’s overwhelming and life-
threatening response to infection, which can 
lead to tissue damage, organ failure, and death.

Mark and Stephen 2002

What are barriers to 
recognition?
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Meeting the ICU

Delirium

Encephalopathy

Zampieri, F. P. (2011) 
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What Else Leads to Confusion?

(Bleck, 2018; Iacobone,2007 )

Life after Sepsis

Post-Sepsis 
Syndrome
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The Great Unknown…….
Sepsis Survivors
• Number of disabilities

• Amputation
• Thinking, Calculations
• Memory
• Post traumatic stress disorder

• Increased risk of thromboembolic events
• Stroke, Myocardial infarction

Many carry the scars of sepsis for the rest 
of their lives

13

The Burden of Sepsis
• The disease burden associated with sepsis is the 

cost of ongoing disability and loss of productivity 
post-critical illness.

• Outcomes are significantly worse for sepsis 
syndrome individuals then for other age 
matched individuals, both hospitalized and non-
hospitalized. 
• Particularly in the physical and cognitive 

domains

(Kayambu, 2015)

Sepsis Survivors and Families

15
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Our Ongoing Journey

Degenerative arthritis
Surgical intervention
Complications that resulted in multiple 
surgeries
Excellence in parianesthesia care 

Perianesthesia Sepsis 
Considerations
• Recognition
• Source control
• Potential for release of bacterial load

https://youtu.be/HIk64wdy44Q
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